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Team Members 

 
Marian Krogh  
New Zealand: mariankrogh@hotmail.com 
Age: 34 
Home Base: Wanaka, NZ 
Occupation: Physiotherapist, Ski Instructor 

 
Experience:  
Over 70 significant days logged of ski mountaineering and ski 
traverses in Canada, USA, New Zealand, Japan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Georgia, Kashmir, Chile, and Norway 
 
Planned and executed a Ski Expedition in the Kyrgyzstan Tian 
Shan Mountains- January 2018 
 
Planned and executed a first ski summit attempt of Mt Shoda  in 
Georgia- April 2018 
 
USA PSIA Level 3 Ski Instructor 
 
Big Mountain Ski Competitor- 2013 to Present  
 
AAIRE Avalanche Level 2  
Founder of Protect our Winters New Zealand (POW) 
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Gabrielle Degagne (New Zealand): gabbydegagne@gmail.com 
Age: 31 
Home Base: Mt Cook, NZ 
Occupation: Expedition Coordinator, Ski Instructor, Kayak Guide, Ski Patrol 

 
Experience:  
Over 70 significant days logged of ski mountaineering and ski 
traverses in Canada, USA, New Zealand, Japan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Kashmir, and Chile 
 
Planned and executed a Ski Expedition in the Kyrgyzstan Tian 
Shan Mountains- January 2018 
 
CSIA Level 2 Ski Instructor 
 
Sea Kayak Alliance of BC - Guide  
 
Avalanche Operations Level 1- Canadian Avalanche 
Association 
 
Wilderness First Responder CPR & AED 80 hour  
 
Recently accepted into the NZMGA Ski Guide Pathway 
 
 

 
 
Stephanie Jones (USA): jones.sej@gmail.com  
Age: 26 
Home Base: Salt Lake City, USA 
Occupation: Ski Patrol, Computer Science 

 
 
Experience:  
Completed mountaineering routes in the Himalaya, Peru, 
Canada, and the lower 48 (USA) 
 
Completed several NOLS expeditions including a 3 ski kayak 
and 50 day ski traverse in Alaska (2012) 
 
Avid rock climber 
 
Certified Wilderness Paramedic 
 
AAIRE Avalanche Level 2 (with a bridge Pro 1 certification) 
 
Currently working towards her AMGA ski guide qualifications 
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Destination 
Northern portion of the Southern Patagonian Ice Field, Parque Nacional Bernardo O’Higgins, 

Aysen Region, Chile. 

 

 

 

Initial Objective 

1. To access the Southern Icefield, human powered and unsupported, via sea kayak, 
carrying all our food and technical gear for a 21 day sea kayak/ski mountaineering 
expedition. Starting in the town of Tortel, this would be a 45 nautical mile journey.  
 

2.   Accessing the Jorge Montt  Glacier on foot from our sea kayaks, to explore the 
northern portion of the Southern Patagonian icefield. Starting near the Glaciar Jorge 
Montt, traversing towards Volcan Lautaro, subject to weather, snow stability glacier 
conditions, and other safety issues. 
 

3. To learn more about the impact of receding glaciers and climate change on local 
communities and the surrounding environment. 

 



Rationale 
 
The idea of a “fair means,” human powered expedition was appealing to us for many reasons. 
We were able to combine our passions for ski mountaineering and ski kayaking into one unique 
expedition. We were also able to reduce our overall footprint and draw attention to the 
impacts of climate change in the region we explored.  
 
Our team works in the outdoor industry and is constantly exploring our home mountains. We 
are seeing the direct impacts of climate change on our mountains and mountain communities 
and it is important to us that these impacts are shared to drive more global action on climate 
change. The outdoor community is large and powerful when our voices are combined. If we 
become more aware of the impacts of climate change on communities like ours, we can 
hopefully inspire more action.  
 
 
Route Planning  
 

We obtained our sea kayaking charts and tide tables from SHOA (La Armada Hydrographic and 

Oceanographic Service) 

http://shoa.cl/php/inicio.php?idioma=es 

We obtained our maps from IGM (Geographic Military Institute) 

https://www.igm.cl/index.php 

We used satellite imagery in addition to these maps. 

Our maps and satellite imagery, as well as information from other climbers in the area were 

approximately two to five years old. Over the past years Glaciar Jorge Montt has receded 

significantly, and the vegetation in the periglacial area has increased. This posed a significant 

challenge in having up to date information for planning purposes and ultimately impacted our 

ability to achieve our objective.  

Expedition Summary: Part 1 
 
Tortel to Glaciar Jorge Montt 
 
September 30th – October 5th – Sea Kayak towards Glaciar Jorge Montt. Final camp location GPS 
coordinates N 48 14.617 , E1 73.500 
 
September 30th – Launched Kayaks from Tortel village, Kayak approximately 15km to first camp 
on Isla Teresa. Stormy weather with some snow, hail and strong winds.  

http://shoa.cl/php/inicio.php?idioma=es
https://www.igm.cl/index.php


October 1st – Kayaked approximately 25km from Isa Teresa to southern end of Isa Alberto 
Vargus. Sunny skies and light winds meant this only took about five hours. Spent extra time 
doing a beach clean.  
October 2nd – Kayaked approximately 42km from Isla Alberto Vargus to base camp 1 near the 
outlet of Jorge Montt (indicated by the red dot in fig. 1). Strong tailwinds helped us cover a 
longer than expected distance. Set up camp on the large beach amongst the icebergs.  
October 3rd – Explored the fjord up to the tongue of the Glaciar Jorge Montt, kayaked approx. 
20km through calm waters and icebergs. We found ourselves still many more kilometres away 
from the glacier. Light winds and rain.  
October 4th – Began to shuttle gear from base camp 1 towards Lago Jorge Montt. The 
unexpected discovery of a rough trail helped us here. Approximately 50kg of gear per person 
and skis on packs made walking and maneuvering through swamps and trees difficult. Set up 
base camp 2 on the South Side of Lago Jorge Montt. 
October 5th – From base camp 2 began to look for routes onto the icefield. Two main options 
discussed. We attempted route A travelling south towards a second set of lakes, very little 
altitude gain (100m) made but horizontal distance (approx 7km). Dense bush, swamps, and 
river crossings made for slow and difficult progress (see figure 4). We began to realize how 
much farther back the glacier was than indicated on the most recent satellite images and maps 
from 2013 (see figure 3). Return to base camp 2. Weather overcast and raining with a low cloud 
ceiling. 
October 6th – Route B attempted (South East of our basecamp- see figure 4). More vertical gain 
(400m) but thick bushes followed by slippery rock walls limited ascent. Got a better visual on 
the valley and extent of the Glacier recession from a viewpoint on our climb when the weather 
cleared briefly. Jorge Montt Glacier had receded much farther back than indicated on the maps. 
Light rain and moderate winds throughout the day, cloud ceiling to the valley floor at times. 
Returned to base camp 2. 
October 7th – Spent the day weighing out options and re-assessing our goals for the expedition.                
We had reached a decision point. We were still approx 20 kilometres from the icefield. Swampy                
and bushy conditions limited progress along with the discovery that the glacier had receded              
back much farther than indicated on the maps, Neither of the routes we had attempted were                
going to work. Our two turn around points were (N 48 18.500, E 7 73.5333) and (N 48 18.700, E                    
2 73.500). Decided to access the Southern Icefield via a different approach (see below “our               
decision to turn around” for more details). Packed up gear at base camp 2 and walked gear                 
back to base camp 1. 
October 8th – Exploried the fjord up to the tongue of the Glaciar Jorge Montt via kayak a second                   
time, kayaked approx. 25km through calm waters and icebergs. Made it closer to the Glaciar               
Jorge Montt than our initial attempt on October 3rd (due to the distribution of icebergs and                
tides). Looked for potential access onto the Southern Icefield via the hillside on the east side of                 
the glacier. Options limited here and safety a concern. Light winds and rain.  
October 9th – Returned to Tortel and relocated to Villa O’Higgins via bus to begin our second                 
attempt at accessing the Southern Icefield. 
 

 
 



Our Decision to Turn Around  
 
Our experience accessing Glaciar Jorge Montt was quite different from the most recent reports 
we had from other climbers. After three days of walking through swamps, prickle bushes, 
across rivers, and over slippery rocks we couldn’t see the glacier or the routes onto the glacier 
as described in previous trip reports. As mentioned above, the most recent maps and satellite 
images we could get were from 2013. Since then Glacier Jorge Montt had receded significantly 
(see figure 3). Scientists estimate that this glacier is receding approx 1km per year.  Due to the 
distance from the glacier and the terrain, we decided we were not going to be able to access 
the Southern Icefield via the Jorge Montt Glacier safely in our given time frame.  
 
As we worked through these challenges and decisions we became aware that we needed to 
work on more effective decision making and communication as a team. We decided to try to 
access the Southern Icefield via a different glacier. This meant giving up on our 100% human 
powered goal and involved taking a bus from Tortel to Villa O’Higgins and then a boat from Villa 
O’Higgins to Lago Chico.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 1. Approximate Kayaking route to Jorge Montt Glacier 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Map of the Glaciar Jorge Montt from  IGM (Geographic Military Institute) 

 



 

             Figure 3.  Most recent satellite imagery of the Glaciar Jorge Montt we could find. Yellow line shows where the tongue 

of the glacier now sits.  

 

 

 



 

 Figure 4. Approximate route A and route B towards Glaciar Jorge Montt. Base camp 2 located at the South tip of Lago Jorge 

Montt 

 

 

 



 

Kayaking towards Glaciar Jorge Montt 

 

Leaving the ocean for the mountains 



Navigating the dense bush 

 

If not bush then swamp navigation 



 

Scrambling over slippery rocks near treeline, the southern icefield still not in sight 

 

Expedition Summary: Part 2 
 
Objective 
 

1. To access and explore the Southern Icefield by foot and then on skis by way of Glaciar 
Chico. To climb and ski  peaks along the way.  
 

2. To continue to learn more about the impact of receding glaciers and climate change on 
local communities and the surrounding environment. 
 

3. To continue to focus on our team objectives, using clear communication and frequent 
check ins to facilitate good decision making. 

 
 



 

Figure 5. Route we used to access the Southern Icefield via Glaciar Chico. 

 



 

Fig. 6 Route from Villa O’Higgins to the Southern Icefield 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Villa O’Higgins to the Southern Icefield 

 

October 9th - October 20th :  Travel by boat approx. 90 km from Villa O’Higgins to the South- West 

tip of Lago Villa O’Higgins. From there, walk along the ridge near lago Chico and access the 

southern ice field via Glaciar Chico. 

October 9th– Returned to Tortel  
October 10th – Met with CONAF ranger in Villa O'higgins and locals guides to determine options                
for accessing the southern icefield via Glaciar Chico. Relocated to Villa O'Higgins via bus. 
October 11th – Arranged transport on next safe day to cross Lago O’Higgins.  
October 12th – Crossed Lago O'Higgins by boat (90 km). We were dropped at the tip of the 
South-West branch of the lake (see figure 6 above). We began our approach to the Glacier from 
Lago Chico on foot. Followed a rough trail along the southern edge of the lake. Started from N 
48 54.350, E 7 72.950. Camped in a small grassy meadow, approximately 10 kilometres in. 
Weather was cloudy with wind gusts up to 70 km/ h. 
October 13th – Continued walking along the southern ridge, descended 400m through a steep 
boulder field and stream to be close to the glacier. Walked approx 12 km. Camped 
approximately 500m from the glacier. Did a reconnaissance to different access points onto the 
glacier. Clear skies with light winds, 4-10 degrees celsius.  
October 14th – Reached Glaciar Chico, accessed the glacier at N 49 02.667, E 7 73.067, 
navigating the dry glacier and crevasse network for several hours before beginning an ascent 
via skins on light snow. Camped on the glacier. 10km travelled on foot and on skis. Clear skies 
with light winds, 4-10 degrees celsius. Glacier in good condition and firm, well filled in. No sign 
of softening throughout the day.  
October 15th –  Continued to skin the upper portion of Glaciar Chico. Reached furthest distance 
on the southern icefield (see figure 5). Received weather updates indicating a large storm 
approaching. With a deadline of October 19th we decided to turn around. Enjoyed a perfect 
bluebird day on the southern icefield with Cerro Fitzroy behind us. Signs of softening snow and 
lots of melting so took extra care managing crevasse networks off the glacier. 18km travelled on 
foot and on skis. Clear skies with light winds, 4-10 degrees celsius. Camped approximately 500m 
from the glacier.  
October 16th – Returned to our pickup point via foot along the same route we used to access                  
the glacier. Clear skies with light winds, 4-10 degrees celsius, heavy rain later in the day. Walked                 
approx 22km in 17hrs, travel was slow due to heavy packs and challenging terrain. 
October 17th – Returned to Villa O’Higgins via boat.  
 



Walking along Lago Chico, Glaciar chico in distance 

Access point of Glaciar Chico 



Beginning to skin up Glaciar Chico 

The final destination before turning around due to the incoming storm 

 



 
 
 
 
 
Permits 

We first applied for Difrol permits from https://difrol.gob.cl/en/procedures/expeditions/ . These permits 
were straightforward and took a few weeks to process. We received an email from the head offices 
letting us know that for the permits to be valid we needed permission from the local CONAF office and 
Armada. These were not possible to get ahead of time, and neither office responded to our emails. We 
personally had to meet with CONAF officers in Coyhaique, Tortel and Villa O'Higgins who signed relevant 
paperwork for us. The main purpose of this was to ensure we were aware of their limited resources and 
should be prepared to self-rescue.  

Emergency Communication and Evacuation 

We stayed in touch via Inreaches with contacts to provide updates on weather throughout the trip. This 
technology meant that we were able to modify our trip when we received word of a large storm 
approaching and we would highly recommend all climbers to purchase similar two-way communication 
devices.  

Climate Takeaways 

How is change impacting the southern icefield? 

● All glaciers except one are retreating. Pio XI is advancing but this is because of the plates 
underneath Volcan Lautauro moving rather than more ice forming. 

● The glaciers coming off the icefield are becoming increasingly steep. 
● The southern icefield in the summer has an increasing number of glacial lakes forming on top of 

the icefield. These are kilometres wide in places. 
● The icefield is sinking in places, creating cracks and indents. It is no longer flat, especially on the 

western side 
● Earlier this year, the icefield officially split into two with the southernmost 208 sq km now 

separated by a 100m band of rock. Further fractures are likely to continue according to climate 
scientists.  

How is climate change impacting weather patterns around the southern ice field? 

●  Like everywhere in the world, the weather is becoming increasingly unstable. Winter isn’t winter 
anymore and summer isn’t summer anymore. Wind events that used to be relatively predictable 
now appear out of nowhere. Rains are becoming more sporadic; in summer it almost never rains 
any more. In winter it almost never snows any more to lake/ocean levels. 

How are these changes impacting local communities nearby? 

● Farmers are suffering from a lack of rain in the summer. Some are trying to save rain from the 
winter, some are buying water in the summer to try to help their small crops. Some farmers have 
given up and sold their farms for almost nothing and tried to move further south where weather 

https://difrol.gob.cl/en/procedures/expeditions/


seems more favourable. But farmers further south are doing the same, there is a continual 
migration south.  

● Ski areas are struggling to create opening and closing times. They can’t post an opening date 
because they just don’t know when they will be able to open. El Fraile, a small ski area near 
Coyhaique opened and closed twice this year. A Ski patroller there who had worked there for 25 
years said that this winter was a good winter. But actually 15 years ago you would have said that 
this winter was a bad winter for skiing. 

● When it does rain it rains suddenly and heavily, meaning all the top oil is washed off, the soil 
quality decreases and there is surface flooding. The town of Villa O'Higgins despite being in a 
drought situation, is flooding more frequently. 

● Those working in the tourist industry are more frequently having to cancel trips to visit the glaciers 
because of sporadic weather conditions and increasing days with high winds. These towns have 
little more than tourists who come to see the glaciers, if they stop coming the people there worry 
they will have nothing else. 

● It is part of the local people’s identity. They are lucky and special to live near these glaciers. Villa 
O’Higgins slogan for their town is “Capital of the Glaciers.” If people can’t see the glaciers any 
more their identity and pride in the area decrease, as does their obligation to protect it. Often we 
heard from people “If we can’t see the glaciers how are we supposed to look after them.” 

● People in Patagonia are proud of, and feel lucky that their children are able to play outside in the 
snow in the winter. This is something that people in Santiago and other more northern areas 
aren’t able to do. It makes them feel special and proud to be Patagonian. Now it doesn’t snow in 
town in the wintertime any more. In Coyhaique it hasn’t snowed in town for about 8 years. In 
Tortel and Villa O'Higgins it snowed only once in town this winter and it melted the same day. A 
friend we met in Tortel (Andy), feels sorry for his four year old daughter because she doesn’t get 
to play outside in the snow like he used to.  

How are these changes impacting mountaineers and other visitors to the area? 

● Glaciers are retreating and climbers and skiers now have to walk further on land/through the bush 
before they are able to access the neve. The lakes forming in the summer limit the area where 
mountaineers can travel and create risk for GLOF events.  

● Approaches are becoming steeper and more technical, limiting those who are able to access the 
glaciers to those who are more skilled. 

● Access to areas on the western side of the Southern Icefield are now considered impossible, the 
icefield is sinking, creating more vertically orientated tongues. 

● Many visitors come to the area to simply hike around the “Periglaciar” areas. These too are 
becoming more challenging to access.. What once was a 7km trail to hike to see a glacier is now 
a 13km trail.  

● The “season” for climbing is traditionally Nov 1st - April 1st. The CONAF team head into prepare 
and open refugios and assess conditions late October. November 1st is now becoming too late 
and if you are to access any of the upper refugios by ski you need to be going earlier, otherwise it 
will be mostly walking on ice. November used to be a great month for skiing but now any ski 
expeditions need to be earlier.  

 

 



 

 

 

 


